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Kym Walsh Is WNSU's DJ of the month . Turn
to page 9 for the story.
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Knights Basketball Tantalizes Foes
Issue

Nova Wins Four of Last Five
by Daniel lllman
We have many dilemmas in the
world today . There's global hunger,
poverty, warfare and the decision on
whether Jerome Washington or Derek
Francis will lead the Nova Southeastern Knights down the stretch at the
point guard position. Coach Jim
Michaels has little to worry about.
The Knights have twelve victories
and nine defeats to their name as of
press time, with eight regular season
contests left. They are 6-1 in the
Florida Sun Conference. However, the
Knights were 3-8 before defeating
Edward Waters College on December
sixth.
Their sudden rally has much to
do with sophomore Francis, who took
over Washington's starting spot after
the "General" went down with an
ankle injury. _He has not relinquished
his grasp as a starter since Washington's
return, giving Nova incredible depth
on the bench.
Although statistics don't reveal it,
(2.3 points per game average, thirtytwo percent field goal percentage)
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Francis' stamp of leadership has been
branded on the Knights squad.
Derek is a coach's dream. He's
see WINNERS on page 5

Knights Senior Marc Farquharson takes it strong
to the hoop versus Webber College. Photo by
Tim Rogers .
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'' A Day a·t CoUege'' to be
Hosted by Volunteer Board and Admissions
by Michelena Holiday
Last year, the Pan African Student
Association (PASA), a Student Life
club at NSU, sponsored a program
called "A Day At College." In this
program, PASA focused on students
who borderlined the decision to attend college.
The club wanted to provide a
venue where these students cou Id
receive more information about college as well as the inspiration to attend.
However, even with some cooperation from PASA, this year "A Day
At College" is being sponsored by
NSU's Admissions Department and
the Volunteer Board of NSU.
The reasoning for beginning the
program came from PASA's ideas and
insights. PASA wanted to activate political and social awareness, thus enhancing the surrounding community.
The club strived to be a collectivevoice which would influence the
leaders of tomorrow: the visiting high
school students. The program was
founded from the existing "Mentor
Program," which permitted college
students to enter the high school classroom and discuss the reality of college life and academics.

Targeting potential drop-out stu dents who lacked motivation, "A Day
At College" was started in hopes of
creating a comfortable atmosphere for
high school students to obtain more
knowledge about college.
Cooperating NSU students gave
the visitors tours, allowing them to
witness classes and participate in a
question-and-answer session where
any questions about college, socially
or academically, could be adressed
see PASA on page 5

•

Katina Davis, Volunteer Board member and PASA's
Volunteer Chairperson. Photo by Tim Rogers .
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Do you believe the Nova College Student
Government Association is addressing the.most
important concerns of NSU undergraduates?
CALLS ARE ANONYMOUS AND FREE
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You've Got Me Feelin' _Emoticons·
%-)

After staring at the screen
for 15 hours

X-)

Dead People

:\}

Nixon

->= :-)

Zippy the Pinhead

=I:-)

Lincoln

+:o]

Clinton

:( =)

Carter

+o<:-)

The Pope

7:']

Reagan

by Kathy Klockziem
In the vast domain of cyberspace,
only words can be seen. The tone of
one's voice and one's facial expressions are unknown to those he or she
interacts with.
The cold screen to screen comm uni cation does not allow the
warmth of emotion to be transmitted
unless there is an extra source of communication.
In response to the need for people
to fu I ly express themselves in various
ways, computer users have created a
new avenue to express emotion, sarcasm, irony, and humor in e-mail.
This personalization on the computer
is called "emoticons1" for emotion
icons or "smileys."
Emoticons _resemble faces if they
were to be turned onto their sides to
be perpendicular to the bottom of the
screen . With emoticons you can
scowl, smile, and even stick out your
tongue to the recipient of your message .
The emoticons in this article can
be found in The New Computer User
by David Sulllivan, Smileys by David
Sanderson, and The Smiley Dictio~ by Seth Godwin.
Here are a few "smileys" that will
accent your tomputer chatting._

Descriptive

Kathy Klockziem and Vern Ela , the Farquhar Center 's Polaris Peo"ple. Photo by Jason Domasky.

:-1 .

Indifferent

:-@

>:->

Devilishly sarcastic

: [)

;-)

:-&

Winking at a suggestive
remark

Sticking out tongue

:-)

Sarcastic or happy

:-[

Sour

:-(

Upset by a remark

:-D

Laugh ing at someone·

A priest or minister

0: -)

Like an angel

C= :)

A chef

[:o)

A clown

:-Q

A smoker

:-?

A pipe smoker

:-E

A vampire

Screaming
' Drunk

%*}

Very drunk

O/o+{

Lost a fight ,

I:-(

Very hot

Tongue-tied

:-P

+:-)

see SM/LEYS on facing page
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Inc ludes: RT airfare from
Miami, Hotel accom modations, hotel transfers .
Taxes and surcharges are
not included .

One Datran Ctr, #320, 9100 S. Dadeland Blvd, Miami, FL 33156
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Nova International Student Association
and WNSU Promote Cultural Diversity
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by Juan Pablo Correa

1

i

ftqm facing pas~

8~}

Wearing sunglasses

:t"'J

Wearin1g -mp,rtn'a'.f glasses

:4

Wearing braces

:..,{}

Wear110;g lipstick

H

Left..banclelll

Emolions

It was about a year ago that I was
half-joking and half-serious when I
asked James Reinlieb, Station Manager of WNSU (NSU's student radio
station), if I could have an international show on the station. ·
His answer was, "Yes, Juan.
When would you like to have it?"
Very excited, I replied, "When
would be an available day?"
Immediately checking the schedule of all the different disc jockeys,
James answered, "How about Thursdays from 6 to 8 PM?"
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Wry

:-l
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tnsulted
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Frow:ns or., real an~a:pp:y
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Sad
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~

A kiis ~.

FO'Se

WNSU has become for me a legiti mate outlet for diversity. As president of the Nova International Student Association, and as Student Life
Assistant for International Student Services, I feel honored that week after
week WNSU's audience becomes
acquainted with music from various
countries in South America, the Caribbean, Italy, Japan, and Germany .
How do I get all this music? International students, primarily, contribute tapes and compact discs they
bring from wherever they come from.
Many times they co-host the show
with me.
I also have American friends '

U,l fRR COMMUNICRllONSj

whose parents or grandparents come
from Ireland or some other place.
They bring music that adds more variety to the show.
A helpful host is Anabelle Lorente,
from Puerto Rico. She continuously
brings music and enhances the show
with her extraordinary voice.
I would like to see "The International Hour" improve. Your comments, ideas and suggestions will
make this happen.
If you'd like to co-host the show
with me or just bring some music, let
me know by leaving a message at
475-7419. "The International Hour"
has changed its schedule from Thursdays to every Wednesday from 6 to 8
PM.

It is really good to see departments
such as the radio station support cul tural diversity and ethnic understanding on campus.

Juan Pablo Correa , President of NISA.

Climbed Any Pyramids Lately??
by Barbara Brodman
You could climb dozens of them
this May and June, and earn 3-9 credit
hours in the process. How? Simply
enroll in:
1) LAC 485, Preparation for Field
Study: a 3 credit-hour course beginning in March that includes a twoweek cultural/archaeological tour of
the Maya heartland of southern
Mexico, Belize, and Guatemala, May
8-22. Or expand the experience to
include:
2) LAC 486, Field Study in
Mexico, a 6 credit-hour course that

adds to the tour a 4-week "learn and
serve" study-abroad experience in
residence at the Na Bolom Center for
Maya studies and advocacy in historic San Cristobal de las Casas .
Working with local Mayan communities and on environmental projects
in the Lacandon rain forest is only
part of this experience, which includes intensive language study .
Financial aid is available. Enrollment is limited. For further information about the 3- or 9-credit program,
contact Dr. Barbara Brodman, at extension 7001, NC/SSSS-115, e-mail:
"brodman".

GET A BRAND NEW
BRAVO PLUS BEEPER FREE
REQUIRES CONNECTION

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

& SERVICE

AGREEMENT

16 memory
Beeps and Vibrates
No deposits or last month required
BRAND NEW - Not Reconditioned
Factory Warranty
Shows time calls were received
Range: Key West to Vero Beach
Response Time: 8 seconds
Free loaner if repairs are needed
Extra Long Battery Life
Time Stamping

SPECIAL OFFER TO
THE NOVA COMMUNITY
Re'connect your beeper for FREE with us and receive
a FREE pocket calculator or designer gold chain.

Call today for more information
BROWARD - 926-3332
DADE - 238-0011
2500 Hollywood Blvd, #311
8504 S.W. 129th Terrace

Students take time to enj oy the view of the Guatemalan pyramids . Photo courtesy Ba rbara Brodma n.
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Pan African Student r NSU'1 Campus Entertainment
~~
Association · B,o,.ar,d : fun, Friends, & Folly
o1 rnie,
Celebrates Black History Month •,t>;a111-11.~,.,,.,i,e
pla1ltn,eck "Tb,e 2-~0 ArtJu11:t G,01ig
~

t'i;re:se. air:e SlJirtle

ifM-oMie Madn:ess" gives the stu-

..J- . ). . . . ...
·. ,,..j; ·,. iih, t ). -1, • .
·. · .· •.:
11tEH1f\
aR ,;;pp0,,,l!fn·~~, :o ~a:is;e,,in a: mov,
,t

fort-ee.
A,limost every Frhiay n,icgl\tt i1ri the

Kelvin Vidale, Christie MacDonald, Daawud Smith, Tamara Taylor, Michelena Holiday, Shur/a Jeffers,
and Ms. Mary Boyd are among the PASA members celebrating Black History Month . Photo by Tim
Rogers.

by Michelena Holiday
Every year African-Americans
across the country celebrate black
history during the month of February.
The Pan African Student Association
of NSU is no different.
This month PASA will be commemorating the importance of the
history of people of African descent.
Through a display of presentations
which include monologues, singing,
dancing, and various student perfor-

mances, PASA hopes to encourage
the positive side of black history and
culture.
PASA president Quantanese Tya'
Franklin explained, "It is important for
us to get an understanding of our past,
the struggle, and what our ancestors
went through to bring us from then to
what we are today."
Franklin added, "You will be able
to compare and contrast what we
[people of African descent) have been
see PAST on page 7
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From ·Miami

Cancun

$299
3 Nights

4 Nights

Costa Real
$299 $339
Flamingo
319 369
Oasis
329 389
Hotel Cancun Marina Club t 339 399

5 .Vights

$389
409
439
449

'All-Inclusive -All Meals -All Drinks - All Tips! ILagoon)

Acapulco
Copacabana
Continental Plaza
Acapulco Plaza

$399
3 Nights

4 Nights

$399 $429
435 469
459 499

5 Nights

$445
499
545

All packages are per person, triple occupancy (double & quadruple occupancy available
upon request) and include lowest roundtrip airfare on Aeromexico from Miami, airport
transfers, hotel accommodations and hotel tax. Add $9 U.S. departure tax, $6.50 U.S .
customs fee and $7.45 federal inspection fees. Packages do not include $11.50 Mexico
departure tax. which must be·paid in Mexico by the passenger, Rates are valid March
1 through March 31, 1995. and are subject to cancellation charges.
·

For reservations, call your travel agent
or call toll free Aeromexico Vacations
at 1-800-245-8585.

NOW 2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

"WeDeliver"-472-6202 · Davie
2853 S. University Dr.
I

(Next to Scandinavian • The Shoppes of Rolling Hills)

4599 N. University Dr. - 572-6807 - Lauderhill
(Sunvillage Plaza - South of 50th. St.)

OPEN FOR LUNCH Monday thru Sunday
HOURS:

Sat. - Thurs. 11 a.m. - 11 p.m. Friday 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

~------------v-----~-----,

,Howie Wings• STUDENT I
:
$4.59
SPECIAL :

.~~=-rn~,,WN~=ti ~-----------11 0 deliciously seasoned Chicken Wings, Celery,
Bleu Cheese Dressing & Spicy Howie Sticks.

I Baked Spaghetti for 2
I

$5 95

,

$4 9 9

I
I

. . Lg. Cheese

:

.

Pizza with 1 Topping~

~~----~-----A-~~~~~~~~~-J
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a quiet scrapper who at 5'8 and 150
pounds is often seen fighting amongst
the tall timber for rebounds and loose
balls. His speed and agility make him
a tough defender, and he has played
well under pressure. Francis is definitely the future leader on this club.
The key word in that sentence is
.future. Jerome Washington didn't
come all the way here from San
Bernadina, California to sit on the
bench. Washington has been through
all of the trials and tribulations of the
college athlete, being prominent on
the all-time Nova Steals and Assists
Iist.
Last season, Washington was
forced to play second fiddle behind
now-Assistant Coach Brent Maffett,
and perhaps it is time for the coolheaded 5'10 Business major to bask
in the limelight for his final season.
Washington is as adept as anyone in
the FSC in dishing the ball inside, and
runs the break with savvy. Consequently, he averages six points a game
and is shooting at a fifty-three percent
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Knights Basketball

Winners on
the Court
clip.
Michaels' answer to this problem
is simple: split the time between the
two, giving .each player fresh legs
when called upon to perform, and the
opposing defense different looks. The
results have been im'pressive thus far,
but with NSU in the thick of the playoff hunt, a firm decision must be
made. With these two fine players
though, one can't go wrong.
The Knights hammered Florida
Memorial on January seventeenth by
a margin of seventeen points at the
Gloria Dei Gymnasium. David Riley
was on fire, connecting on thirteen
of twenty shots, four of them from
beyond the three-point line, to lead
all scorers with thirty points.
Greg Farias added fifteen; the resurgent Damian Everett had fourteen
with nine rebounds, and James
Johnson scored a double-double with
thirteen points and fifteen boards.
Nova led by seven at the break, and
Riley's defensive presence on Memorial's Donald Hardge led to the 88-71
rout. Florida Memorial dropped to a
Nova's six-game winning streak
was ended in Daytona Beach by the
division leading squad of Embry-77
tally . The next evening, a fired up
Knights squad drilled Flagler 79-68
in St. Augustine, and followed that
victory up with a win over Palm Beach
Atlantic by the final of 79-68.
The boys returned home on the
twenty-eighth to dominate the St.
Thomas Bobcats in a wonderful team
effort. Led by Riley's nineteen points,
the overmatched felines were easy
prey for the Knights. Francis and
Washington combined for fifteen
points, a, did the steady front-court
combo of Johnson and Everett.
Daawud Smith continues his steady
improvement with seven points and
three assists, and Marc Farquharson
added six off the bench. Nova held
St. Thomas to forty-two percent shooting to win 66-51.
Nova Southeastern is certainly
looking forward to their rematch with
Embry-Riddle at home on February
eleventh, their final home game.
Overall, the Knights' camaraderie on
the court has made them a definite
force to be reckoned with in the
Florida Sun Conference.
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H,O P,od,, Inc. 1990

t}

#4M88

Monday - Friday
6:30 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Saturday
7:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
61 O1 Orange Drive in Davie

792-8000
* Infant, Toddler, Preschool &

*
*

after School Programs
Over 1 Acre of
Shaded Playground!.
Lunch/Dinner/Snacks Included
We do not discriminate on the basis of
religion, race, national origin, color, sex or handicap.
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by Cameron Malin
It is an intrinsic human proclivity
to shelter oneself from change :
Change is usually considered a stressrelated experience, especially if the
change follows one of nonconcrete
results . Sinead O'Connor, in her newest release, "Universal Mother," tran-

Sinead O'Connor's Latest Al·b um
Reveals Her Morose, Haunting Style
scends this apprehension, and presents vibrant new sonic textures.
Most of "Universal Mother" was
performed on acoustic instruments,
giving the overall hue of the album a
su Ilen and dark appeal. A beautifu I ly
reverberating piano is the foundation
of many of the tracks", which provides
a methodical and morose tone.

'iinead O 'Connor, in her latest rele;ise e ntitled "Un iversa l MnthPr :·,, chan2es her stvle . no r' her view s.

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
If you're stuck with a student loan that's not
in default, the Army might pay it off..
Ifyciu qualify, we'll reduce your debt by
Y3, up to a $55,000 limit for each year you
serve as a soldier, so after just 3 years
you'll have a clean slate.
You'll also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of your life.
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.

305-594-8558

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAM BE:

The piano work is explicitly evi- of the hierarchical and patriarchal
dent on the melancholy "A Perfect nature of society .
The feminist whose voice was
Indian." This strikingly moving tune's
soft piano and blissfully crystalline sampled may be completely valid in
vocal work contains profound lyrics her theory. However, it may be in.and a hypnotically entrancing time appropriate for this commentary to be
listed as a track on fhe album.
signature .
The tune "Red Football" also porThe following track, "Scorn Not
His Simplicity," also utilizes this same trays Sinead's aggressive feminist side.
rueful tonality. O'Connor's power- An ominous and pulsing piq.no founfu I ly gripping voice splendidly dation is soulfully decorated with
complements the fragile and vulner- vivid images of hurt and vindictiveness. Sinead warns, "I'm not no Aniable sounding accompaniments.
Songs such as "John I Love You" mal in the zoo, this animal will jump
and "My Darling Child" expose up and eat you."
"Universal Mother" contains two
Sinead's sensitivity, as her voice beautifully coalesces with the whispery or- haunting acapella tunes which candidly demonstrate Sinead's flawlessly
chestration .
Although Sinead seems to have chilling voice. "Tiny Grief Song"
altered the consistency of her music hardly seems tiny after the number of
(i.e ., less percussion), she surely did ti mes she utters the word "grief."
_
"In This Heart," the other acapella
not change her strident political and
track, reveals a desperate and sorrowfeminist perspectives.
The first song on "Universal fu I Sinead who seems to be confessMother," entitled "Germaine," is a ing her deepest emotion to a lover
sampling of a feminist proclaiming she has lost.
Much of the lyric substance on
females are essential in the disintegration of politics and the dissolution see 5/NEAD on page 9

AMERICAN IMPACT
RADIO & VIDEO
CORPORATION
Wants YOIJ to be a part of a 15
year old company specializing in
the production of custom on-hold
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Women's Hall of Fame to be Celebrated Sunday, March 12th
Courtesy Kate Lamm
The 4th Annual Broward Country
Women's Hall of Fame will be celebrated Sunday, March 12th at the
Broward County Main Library Auditorium; at 100 South Andrews Avenue.
A reception for the 33 nominees
and their guests will start at 1 PM,
followed by the induction ceremony
for the eight winning nominees . All
interested in seeing outstanding
Broward women recognized for their
accomplishments are encouraged to
attend. Refreshments will be served
and no admission fee charged.
The 33 Hall of Fame nominees

are from diverse walks of life-the
arts, athletics, business, government,
philanthropy, environment, education, and other areas .
The eight winning nominees are
being selected by a committee which
represents women's organizations in
the country; the eight winners will be
announced to the press on or about
March 1st.
The Broward Women's Hall of
Fame was initiated by and is traditionally coordinated by the 1.ocal
Women's History Coalition. This is
comprised of 42 local women's and
other organizations.
The Women's Studies Program of
NSU is a member of the Broward

County Women's History Coalition.
Dr . Kate Lamm sits on the board as a
representative.
Last year she helped select the
inductees. This year Fran Tetunic from
NSU Law School is doing so. Each
year our students help by contacting
the nominees and obtaining a quote
or motto that sums up their philosophy and values for publication.
Sponsors of this annual event include, in addition to the Women's
History Coalition, the Broward County
Commission, Broward County Historical Commission, Broward County Library Outreach Services, Broward
County Commission on the Status of
Women, BCC Wings Program, FAU

:''...t:,;

~,,--,.

~
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College of Liberal Arts, and NSU's
Women's Studies Program.
The 7995 Women's Hall of Fame
Nominees are :

Irma Adele Abbey
Irma E. Allen
Karen Coolman Amlong
Elizabeth H. Brown
Anna Mae Burke
Mary M. Bymel
Elizabeth Landrum Clark
Mary Crum
Kathleen Orabik OiBona
Helen Ferris
see NOMINEES on page 9

Past Accomplishments of African-Americans Celebrated
fro m page 4

through and how far we have come."
When considering the future,
Franklin pointed out, "It is important
to get African-American students to
understand what our past was really
about, not just an event that we do
every month."
Also, Franklin disagreed with the
anger that some students may be hold-

ing onto because of past historical
events.
Frankl in said, "We need to get
away from the anger aspect and focus on the positive side."
Franklin considered that important so when students get into careers,
they can put their best foot forward
and do their best without the frustra~
tions of anger generated from the past.

.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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When asked about her thoughts
on whether other students take this
month seriously, Franklin answered,
"I don't think the other students take
Black History Month seriously. They
think it is just another month out of
the year."
However, Franklin believed this
month should be important to everyone because it deals with a part of

America's history. Most of all Franklin
encourages everyone to think positively about Black History Month and
keep an open mind.
For more information on the dates
and times of the presentations, check
out the Upcoming Events column in
this issue . Participate in Black History Month-make a difference!
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DAKA Restaurants Presents:

A New Orleans Cajun Feast
·

in the

DEAR TRAVELER,

Rosenthal Dining Hall
on

:.
. .. . . February 26, 1995
:

•••

••
••

•

from

11 A.M. - 2 P.M.

~------------,

$1 OFF Cajun Brunch
Coupon Good only on Feb . 26, 1995
.J
L

------------

•
You Receive

$115.00
$170.00,
$225.00
••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

BUSINESS AND LEISURE TRAVELERS ARE ALWAYS ON IBE LOOKOUT FOR
WAYS TO STRETCH IBEIR TRAVELERS DOLLARS. NOW Willi THE HOTEL
EXPRESS CARD, YOU CAN SA VE ON AIRFARE, CAR RENTALS, CRUISES,
CONDOMINIUM RENTALS AND 50% OFF IBE REGULAR RATES AT OVER 2,700
HOTELS WORLDWIDE .
IBE $49 .. 95 PRICE OF A ONE-YEAR MEMBERSHIP WILL VIRTUALLY PAY FOR
ITSELF AFTER JUST ONE STAY IN MANY OF IBE HOTELS LISTED IN IBE
HOTEL EXPRESS DIRECTORY. IBE 50% HOTEL SA VINOS IS VALID ON YOUR
FIRST NIGHT'S STAY, OR YOUR ENTIRE STAY, AT SELECTED HOLIDAY INNS,
MARRIOTTS, RAMADA INNS, PAN PACIFIC, HILTONS, SHERATONS AND MOST
OIBER FRANCHISE TYPE HOTELS.

: "Show Coupon to Daka in Y<.osenthal"
•••

50°/o OFF
HOTEL RATES

AS A HOTEL EXPRESS MEMBER YOU COULD SA VE HUNDREDS, EVEN
IBOUSANDS, OF DOLLARS DEPENDING ON IBE FREQUENCY OF YOUR
TRAVELS .

(SPRING SPECIAL ONLY 29.95 FOR THE
HOTEL EXPRESS CARD!)
TO ORDER YOUR l\1EMBERSHIP :
CALL 305-782-5993
~ .
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49ers Strike Gold in Miami

San Francisco Routs San Diego in Predictable Super Bowl XXIX
by Daniel Ulman
The hopes and dreams of the San
Diego Chargers came to an abrupt
halt at about 6:30 PM on Super Bowl
Sunday when Jerry Rice split two defenders and glided into the end zone
at Joe Robbie Stadium. True, it was
less than two minutes into the first
quarter, but the "Bolts" were a beaten
ball team .
It seems that the Super Bowl is a
moot point; a mere showcase for a
superior NFC team to humiliate its
counterparts from the American Foot-

ball Conference. Super Bowl XXIX talent-laden franchise to the Vince
was no exception . .
Lombardi Trophy.
On paper, the game itself was
San Diego was gallant in defeat,
lopsided. Talentwise, the Bay Area executing a 98-yard ktckoff return for
Bombers dominated in virtually all a touchdown, but will probably be
aspects of the contest.
remembered as the first team in SuWith Steve Young at the helm per Bowl history to execute a 2-point
throwing strikes to Rice, John Taylor, conversion: Linebackers Junior Seau
Ricky Watters, Brent Jones, and com- and Dennis Gibson were nullified by
pany, San Diego's double zone de- the experienced 49er offensive line,
fense was a patsy for Coach George led by center Bart. Oates who colSeifert's troops to exploit. Young, who lected his 3rd ring from the big dance.
threw for a record six touchdowns,
Defensive ends Leslie O'Neal and
finally broke out of the shadow of the . friends' names were hardly called as
legendary Joe Montana by guiding this the San Francisco offense rolled to win
=
by an ironic count of 49-26.
.
This particular 49er squad might
be the best in NFL history, rivalling
perhaps the San Francisco Championship team of 1984. A quick com11£'.
t ,...J, V •. ,i,;
,t,;.,..:4 i,.,.., '-"·- • ·
parison shows that the current
u1e ~uy
ti.,1\1@.nts JJe tt:U ut ~n•r
1
$h,iroley tta;pa~ j,u13io~ )we• 0<,111<>SQ backfield of Ricky Watters (three
anti Raslrida Frazier f .a·fltcd fres:ktmen touchdowns), and William Floyd is
N1ity,~ Amra;, .and b,J. F$r.tiU,. No;l(a distinctly similar to the '84 version of
is coa,1=\ed hy Sarem $'erg. ·
Roger Craig and Tom Rathman.
Nova: atnletit:$ suffered' a;< k•v. ·~
Watters is extremely adept at re-

No'tables and Quotables

M,aJneriic,h ·wi11·1, :Ntf l C:o,n·tes.t
by .Daniel lllman
·ihA,A..,,,"
,,L~ "'h •.,.,,,• .. ' -~
r-rari·~
r?·~•J;ne:ncn
t:; ~ e wlnn:er tin
1
tl!lrnatf s first af!ln,ttail ~d< t'lie- ~Pros11
b

....

cGf11,,test .fra•l< had tiie: JJ>est wtt1mm1
tpeNJ.el'tla:ge after four weeks of NFL

i.sefeo'tions'througi,out i'be year.

•

"
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jury whe'n outfielder kisa p;ox injured

He bas ht& choice of two ,Miaffli her 'l~g dut1ms ,attl,a:lt pr~tiee~ lox
Heat or.f:imrda Pamber-s ttckets at the . wlifl be ill:t a Q!St uBtil Match.
Mia,mi Are:l:la. Sources sa;y Fnink.wil
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'-,rcatlt;tate S:tu:dent Jus-tm Cot.t1d Io L,rm
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,, t·,1,. . 1 lll•f;L ,._!..
., . }~, ,i.. ._ llL
h1ii . ..
took1flle "1ti ltelif.l b:lslaw hom•work on n'e ' 4AH Wlttn I St! p1tCliL a~.w,:;;j;u .r<l?b
'•
·• . .
· ,,, ,.&
~. · ~!. ' "'lt' . .21 ·"
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OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF N.S.U. ATHLETICS

Custom Screen Printing For:
Greek Organizations
, • Athletics • Clubs

Specializing in:
T-Shirts, Jackets, Sweats,
Hats, Staff Shirts, Team Uniforms and

MUCH MORE•••
EMBROIDERY
SERVICE AVAILABLE

434-7480
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Palme &.each A'tl.a:ntic on the road by a
7-2 Jnatgirt, ~ore oe.in:ti. bam~ered
bf·the to..tl, kyt111 tJnisvemty· s:t.1!tfad.

ceiving as well as rushing, and rookie
Floyd is a bruiser who is willing tO
use his body as a battering ram against
his opponents. Young is more mobile than Montana, and is always cool
in the face of massive pressure.
Rice and Taylor are perhaps the
best 1-2 punch receiving wise in the
league,. while veteran defensive additions such as Ricky Jackson and Toi
Cook, (New Orleans) and Tim Harris
(Green Bay) mesh perfectly with
young hot-heads such as Deion Sanders and Eric Davis.
All in all, Super Bowl XXIX was a
super bore, with the exciting moments
being the new Fat-Free Rold Gold
Pretzel commercial and Ronnie
Harmon knocking Deion Sanders on
his behind.
Perhaps the critics are right.
Maybe the NFC championship game
should be the Super Bowl, while the
AFC and the CFL could hook up in
the Grey Cup.
Hmmmmm ...

LOCATED DIRECTLY BEHIND DAVIE/C.C. LIBRARY
rnump/'iapt frahk M~f):te#<;tt~s. pidr.1ng ·p.row.eu
.Pho.lo by !Mikey s•tt,

·e;i.rh.t l:ii'm -natither tfa.

Serving The Community Since 1980
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Lena's Things
to Do at NSU

by Heidi Palmer
February 14: Blood Drive 12-Spm
Reminder to all NSU students,
faculty, and staff: the Einstein Library
wi 11 start its expansion within the next
few weeks . The expansion will cover
all of the first floor of Parker with the
e,. : ~ption of the computer lab. Keep
posted with the latest developments
in the next issue of The Knight.

.f,f ffeidl ...)mer

in Rosenthal

lrwas ltistayE!a.Faj~wfiei;tw,f$
tG t~:is \(e,ry Si3:tn' p~-r ~»tt:<f€ll,fi tie
1
S:fltf(f$1(l;tS a!)cf '~<ri\.fftf of 1JbiiiS ' - .EMfil:
un:r\lersrey t~af tll,iittgs wer~ goiit,( 4:o
ch.an:ge. l:t''1bass baJiP~llW!:cl.

February 16 & 22: African & Afri-

see PtJ'PVRt?o.n PJi1Je,,,;o

WNSU DJ Biography: Kym Walsh
by Brady Decker
"Demented" is the only word to
describe WNSU disc jockey and intern Kym Walsh. Classic rock, alternative, and heavy metal are favorites
of Kym's, with Trent Reznor and Gene
Simmons her favorite artists.
If stuck on a deserted island, Kym
would want to be with her albums by
Nine Inch Nails~ Kiss, Danzig, and
Possum Dixon. Her favorite movie is
"The lost Boys" and her favorite
soundtrack album is "The Crow ." She
would commit a crime to get front

can-American Cultural Presentations:
includes singing, dancing, and student-performed monologues.

February 24: Movie Madness-"Reality Bites" - 8:30pm Mailman Auditorium.

February 17: Movie Madness- "Jurassic Park" 8:30pm in Mailman Hollywood Auditorium

February 25-26: 24 Hour Softball,
contact Student Life Office for more
info 452-1400 or 4870 .

row tickets for NIN, and likes local
bands Xstasia and Mourning Son.
Kym hails from Philadelphia, and
her first job was in a pet store. She
would love to go to Australia on vacation to beat up, I mean swim with,
the sharks.
When she's not eating cheese,
grape jelly, or garlic she would like
to be playing ice hockey.
Kym is currently working in the
station as an intern for the Program
Director position. You can catch her
alternative show on Sundays from 6
to 8 PM on 92. 9 cable FM-WNSU.

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---\

Nominees for Women's Hall of Fame
from page 7

Lorraine Fletcher
Georgia Foster
Linda Gill
Bobbie H. Grace
Suzanne Nathan Gunzburger
Virginia L. Haygood
K.athryn Kami
· June Fogel Krauser
Dr. Lillian Lodge Kopenhaver
Lyn Kurpiewski
Dr. Patsy Ceros Livingston
Rep. Ann Mackenzie

,-A
Y~li .,\

February 20: Black T-Shrit Day! In
celebration all students are welcomed
to wear at-shirt with aspect of Black
pride.

Fern Irene Mayhue
Mae Horn McMillian
Mary Lou Olson
Mary T. Russ
Maria Sanjuan
Dr. Maureen L. Smith
Maude Lewis Storr
Tara Strawbridge
Diana Wasserman
Diana Weber
Ann White
For additional information, call
Annette Van Howe at 763~2581.

Sinead O'Co.nnor's ~'Universal Mother"
from page 6

"Universal Mother" is a personal introspection of emotionality. However, O'Connor does not neglect to
include a tune lashing out against the
British government for the oppression
and strife that has occurred in Ireland
as a result of English policy.
The tune "Famine" supplies the
requisite "scorn toward Britain" track.
This song stands out from others in
that it implements a rhythmic, dancestyled musical accompaniment.
Although it stands out sonically,
it seems forced, and almost cliched
for Sinead; "Famine" simply does not
impac;:t as potently as intended.
The most brilliant, and simultaneously macabre, track on "Universal Mother" is the cover of the Nirvana tune "All Apologies." Melancholy, muffled guitar is highlighted
by a sincerely apologetic tone almost
weeped out by O'Connor. It is difficult to discern the motivation behind
the song; its sincerity proposes that it
may be an apology to Kurt Cobain,
or from Kurt Cobain .
Regardless of its intentions,

O'Connor's version of "All Apologies"
serves as a morbid eulogy in honor
of Kurt Cobain-.
To conclude, "Universal Mother"
is a poignant and revealing album,
which simultaneously provides a solid
musical foundation with soulful and
heartfelt confessions. Sinead seems
to have transcended the bitterness of
previous works and struck a deep
emotional vein of introspection and
personal realization.
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Nails • Tanning• Skin Care

5920 Johnson St. #105
SHERIDAN

Cl/2 block East of 441)

I

I .... I [Eel Gladly AcceJ>ted

-. - . I

I

I

I

1 Month

I I NOV A SPECIAL I

I

1

UNLIMITED

I . Tanning

;; 8=:3Holl~O?d • 989-7656 :
noLLYWoooeLvo.

II

First Time Only
Expires2/27/95

$3900

lw;Studentl.D. Exp.2/27/951

N01'I Serv1ces
·
I
I
II
20% OFF I
: : ALL THE TIME:
11
11
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Call Rita TODAY.
746-3006
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Tom Deluca Amazes, Mesmerizes Voluntee.r
Audience Members During Show at Nova
by Heidi Palmer

tist, opened his act with a few jokes
and a few tricks up his sleeve . But
Imagine making a complete ass the ma in act was to hypnotize actual
·
"fne Acaaemk Support.Center wtlil of yourself in front of hundreds of NSU students .
Because I was an actual particihost a CLASf worksho,p to hel$) pre~ people.
Imagine falling into a deep sleep, pant, it would be hard to tell you what
p~re sttt<lelllt$ who arie p;lamtritrg t91iailte
the Exan1 on.the 11:tm of Feilnit.tary. Tbe waking up only to remember seeing exactly happened to me and the other
•
.• .le· '....1.-.J •
'
session
.-s ulWlueu nnto two
parts.. TLney people in the audience pointing fin- volunteers, but for others it was an
Wi'.lll be foam 4~6 PM on February $ctn gers, clapping, and rolling off their uncontro l lable laughing experience
full of mixed emotions:
aria Fellraary 1·Sith.
chairs with tears and laughter .
"I found the Tom Deluca Show to
Mailman-Hollywood
BuildThe
Fb>r mt)r~ Jnf0:11mationc. conitact tne
AiC at 47'5-74 7'9. Be cm tie lPDkout ing's auditorium was filled with close be interesting, being that I have never
for eletaUs cm the ASC move to the to 170 people on Friday, January seen anyone be put under hypnosis
before.
./?atker B,uill!ling in the next iss,ae of 20th.
The Krdg:h;t,
Tom Deluca, a licensed hypno"He was not funny personally, but
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~e~ingsheg~thepeopleon ~e
stage to do were funny. I did, how~
ever, feel that some of the on-stage
participants were faking it, or not
under hypnosis fully . I don't know if
y
N I
I
I
I would go to see him again, my feelings are mixed."
Tamara Taylor
"Before entering the auditorium,
must admit I was a bit skeptical
a ..

' ·d··°''•·,"'•
n..,1·mer
·.. ·
,a""y· "nteJ
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CuisStTte" .
FOR SALE
87 SPECTRUM
-AUTO, A/C, 76K MILES
$2,500.00
86 CAVAIJER Z-24 V-6
-AUTO, A/C , 70K MILES

s2,300.oo

84 COUPE DE VILLE
LOADED

s3,500.oo
89 TEMPO
-4DR, Ale, nK MILES
$3,900.00

FINANCING AVAILABLE

CALL SJK SALES 724-8397

about what would actually occur.
Upon witnessing the first half of the
show, I became even more suspicious
of Mr. Deluca's hypnotist powers.
However, when a close friend of mine
volunteered and eventually became
hypnotized, I was convinced."
Gus Bravo
"I liked the show and it made me
th ink . He was funny and yet very intriguing with a sort of boyish humor
for an ol' fart"
Christopher C. Kehl, Jr .
"The show was not as good as
expected , the reason being I don't
believe in hypnosis . I went because
everyone who went last year said the
show was funny . I hardly laughed!"
Herve Jean-Pierre
"For the second year in a row, I
found the show to be an evening of
unsurpassed enjoyment and laughter."
fames L. Reinlieb
continued on back page

Does Republican Victory Means
GET INVOLVED
Better Future for America?
Become an activist,
make a difference.

from page 9

The Republican dream has come
true. After the earth-shaking election,
the House of Representatives and the
Senate are virtually owned by Republican leaders.
I felt it was part of my obligation
as an avid Republican and NSU student to prepare you for the action on
Capitol Hill. Many have claimed that
the Republicans won't do a dammed
thing in Congress, just as the Democrats for so many years.
But you have my word, magic will
take place and the new Republicans
FREE $$$ FOR COLLEGE
are going to preserve America, some~
.
.
thing our founding Fathers tried so
nvate se~tor Scholarships & Grants' hard to achieve many years ago .
are available to EVERYONE.
The new controversial Speaker of

Join the Broward
County Young
D emocrats. Student
Liaisons needed.

~

Call Cory at
730-3716.

ATTENTION!!
YOUR TERMS,DOCS,RESUMES,
DOCTORATES, ET AL COMPUTER TYPED STATE-OF-THEART EQUIPMENT INK JET B&W
We guarantee a minimum of (6) six
OR COLOR PRINTER YOUR
for each student.
.GRAPHS IMPORTED ONTO
YOUR COPY
The average award is between
FREE FLOPPY - 5 OR MORE
$500 and $2500
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COMPETJTIVE RATES! ELECRE SUL TS in 1 week.
TRIC TYPING: SO. BROWARD/
DADE@ $1.00 PAGE DETAILS:
Student Financial Aid Services
FRANCINE MOMENT Phone/fax (305)966-8858
(305) 741-7276
Modem {305)985-0483
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the House, Newt Gingrich, has been
seen in the news since the_beginnin g
1
of his term . I, of course, en Joy Newts
flair and attitude, but the rest of
America seems to disagree.
In the January 9th issue of Time,
a survey of 800 adults were asked :
"Do you think Newt Gingrich has
good ideas for the country?"
The poll results read as follows:
29% said YES, 32% said NO, and
39% said NOT SURE.

One of the most popular agendas
for Congress is the "Contract for
America." Newt has vowed in the
first hundred days as speaker that he'll
make good on his "Contract with
America." "Contract of Ame;i ca" includes the following topics:

1. The Deficit
2. Violent Crime
3. Welfare Reform
4. Family Values
5. Middle-class Tax Cuts
6. National Defense
7. Senior Citizens
8. Deregulation
9. Legal Reform
10. Congressional Term Limits
So I'm warning all of you Democrats , Socialists , and Liberals out
there! Things will change (of course
for the better).
As always, I urge all students to
listen to or read the news on a regular basis, even if this means viewing
"shocking" Channel Seven . Keep up
with the ·Republican Revolution .
By the way, the Rush L(mbaugh
radio program airs on 560 AM from
12 PM to 3 PM every weekday!

J
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7he /Jack Pa<p.· Third Time's a Charm, Waste Does Harm

.
·c::,~,.

by Francis G. lmbarlina

then do us al I a favor and go make
your mortgage payment-my regards
to the family!
You've obviously forgotten you

Standard Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this column are
never the opinions of any member are on a college campus (then again,
ofThe Knight Newspaper staff. These who hasn't?).
opinions are strictly mine.
On-Campus Driving
If you love, like, dislike, or hate
any of what I have to say (or if you
It has come to my attention that a
love, like, dislike, or hate anything at
all), don't sit around and whine about new trend has popped up on camit. Do what I did and put pen to pa- pus . Apparently ever since NSU comper (or fingers to. keyboard) and let us pleted the paving of the road between
the Rosenthal Student Center and the
hear about it.
WARN/NC: The rest of my col- Parker Building/Law Center, traffic has
umn contains comments that need a been a huge problem.
· It has become fashionable for
certain attitude to appreciate. You
need a certain sense of self, a sense people to drive from point to point
of your environment (socially con- on campus. For instance if you live
scious), a sense of humor, a sense for in the dorms then you would drive to
dollars and cents, and a sixth sense. · class in Parker, hop back in your car
You must have an open mind, under- and drive to Rosenthal for lunch and
stand plays on words, words in plays, then drive back to the dorms or back
to class.
and double plays .
This is not to say that the students
If you are a member of NSU's
administration, faculty, or staff and in the dorms are the only people on
you never laugh out loud, or if you've campus guilty of being lazy and
forgotten (or were never told) that me wasteful. We all need to look in the
and my classmates pay your salary, mirror. Why would anyone want to

i\\AI~ ATTAl~I(!!
NOVA BOOKS
NOW CARRIES
SOFTWARE FOR THE
MACINTOSH AT
UNBEATABLE
EDUCATIONAL PRICES!

. ' .-·

.,

.

. .

will wake up and put us on his or her
back and carry us into the 20th century.
I would suggest that that individual contact someone at the University of Colorado at Boulder where
they have the oldest recycling program of any university in the country. Not only do they literally recycle
tons of stuff each year, they educate
their community about the importance of recycling, which is something that stays with commun ity members for the rest of their lives.
To be Wasteful or not to be WasteThis education is obvious just by
ful: That is the Question
walking around campus, where you
see very little littering (unl ike NSU
It is obvious that on-campus driv- where we seem to consider the
ing is part of a much bigger problem: ground a garbage can). The cigarette
on-campus waste. This problem is butts on the ground in Boulder are ·
one that starts on the third floor of few and far. between, which is a dithe Administration Building.
~ect resu.lt of p~ople understanding
It spreads from the nicest offices their own impacton the environment. .
on campus all the way to your mail- ·
"The world is my ashtray" attitude
box. Sure, there are times when you will haunt this campus in the future.
think NSU . is becoming waste con- Please note that this is not a criticism
of smokers.
scious.
Rather it is a criticism of litterers,
The best examples would be the
beautiful new trash/recycle bins out- because I feel that anyone who litters
side the Administration Building and is a self-centered, immature idiot and
the resurgence of the blue bins across should be shot! Imagine if we all
campus, meant for paper. This cam- stopped littering. We wouldn't have
paign is titled "reNOVAte :" We can to pay people to pick up the garbage
'cause there wouldn't be anything on
only hope it is not too "NOVAlate."
the ground that shouldn't be there!
Please consider this before you throw
anything anywhere.
A/C

WOROPERFECT, WORD, EXCEL,

AND MORE! AND ASK
ABOUT SPECIAL ORDERS
FOR OTHER TITLES FROM
CLARIS, HYPERGLOT,

drive less than a 1/4 mile?
So try and do something new.
When you are on campus, find one
parking spot and keep it. I promise
that wherever you've got to go on
campus it will take you no more than
10 minutes to get there, on foot.
You'll get great exercise, be better able to enjoy the great weather,
save a ton of money on gas, an.d most
importantly, you'll be doing the right
thing! So stop being a pseudo-environmentalist (you know who you are) '
NOW!

I
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MICROSOFT & OTHERS!

NOVA BOOKS AT
NOVA UNIVERSITY
MAIN ENTRANCE (IN ROSENTHAL BUILDING) 476-4750
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8:30 AM-6: 15 PM, SAT. l O AM-1 :30 PM

I hope that I am not the only person that thinks most buildings on campus are freezing . Sometimes I think
I'm in a meat locker! What does this
.have to do with waste?
Did you ever consider that if the
Powers That Be would turn up the
temperature in these buildings, we
would not only save thousands of $
annually on our electric bill, but we
wou Id increase the Iife of the A/C systems (becau_se they wouldn't be working as hard).
Best of all, we would no longer
Francis G. lmbarlina urges Nova to take on a
more expansive recycling program .
have to carry. winter jackets with us
NSU, just like the greater Ft. Lau- every time we go to the Parker Buildderdale/Hollywood area, is still in the ing!
This may s~em like a small thing,
Dark Ages when it comes to the most
on
important socially conscious issue of and it is. However, the impact
.
our time: recycling. Perhaps some our bottom line could be dramatic,
high-ranking administrative individual see THE BACK PAGE
~

YOU/I ON-CAMPUS BOOKSTORE ·& MO/IE!

"'----

7/ie /Jack P~: Is Nova
;;Socially Concious?''
Continued from Page 11

even if the temperature were adjusted
by just two or three ,degrees!
Unfortunately, this is the type of
idea that is too easy to implement and
is far too logical for anyone who possesses power to have the balls to say:
"Hey, did you read The Knight? Let's
try that guy's idea for a month or two."
The bottom line is that if it ain't a

Th,a
' . cs
Mat,h1QIQr.a t1
Gardein 3
C0:1,1rtl!sy MaJttbew 111e
1• On a pr-eferential balll@t, a person
is, asked to 11ank 3 of 7 candiclate:s
fo;r rec@mmendatton:s for fl)romo
tions, given tneir fi:rst, second,
and third droi,c es (no ties).
~~at is tile mfni;rr1t1m numeerof JJalJ'ots that m:usl! ,he east ii? order 11~' gitaf..
antee that at {e4st tm> ball~ts ar• the
same?
2. Consider a 1Q,.ques:ti,on test in
w"11icb eac'b ques:tion can hie an
swerea ei:tb:er ri1g!Jt or wron1.

groundbreaking ceremony, then the
Powers That Be don't give a damm.
Mailings
As big as the problems previously
mentioned may be, they can't hold a
candle to this one! Is it just me or do
you get everything from NSU in duplicate (or triplicate)?
I get two copies of my grades,
term schedule, add/drops, or whatever. It's crazy!
Hey, Nova! Save a tree (and a
ton of money on postage) and let's
stop the excess mailings. It's stupid.
If we truly want to be a "socially
conscious" university, we must pay
attention to every aspect of bureaucratic waste . The most subtle instances of waste (such as this example) are the easiest to correct. So
let's put the wheels in motion.
These three examples do not even
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impact of our rapid growth and one
of the biggest jokes on campus:~;;;;.;·~~;;;;;
· ;;;.;;;;;;.;;;~·~-~-;;;.;;;;;;.;;;:;;;;;;;;:~
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Novalert (which is just like "reNOVAte," it's always "NOVAlate").
So until next time, THINK and for
all of our sakes, use a garbage can!

from page 10

Dr. Matthew Ht! and lit. Gta,ak
Farquhar Cemiufs Math, Sei~nt:f!t', and Tearmology
D&partment, Phtito byTison Oomasky,

How Do I S:ay ''Thank You,?'''
.

How m,any cli"'tferen;t Wf}':S are tller,e Hypnotist Brings
to an&wer the qu~stJiotJ'S so t~t e~C>Ult t h ~
actily e:i:giht are f"i,gr/t;t and two tire
wron;g?
Unexpected From
~-~~--~·~· ~ ':!
'lu the Unlikely
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"I didn't believe he'd be able to
get my friend under, although, when
he did, I couldn't believe my eyes.
For a while I thought she was faking,
but I know she would NEVER reel in
a fish on stage in front of a bunch of
people!"
Kimber Abernathy Sharp
In the end, some had fun and
some remained skeptical. Tom Deluca
is expected to return to NSU next
year. I will definitely be returning to
watch the show as a spectator rather
than a volunteer. For those who don't
believe in hypnosis, I suggest volunteering next year to give it the full test.
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Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and testtaking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

great skills...
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.
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